
 

Hurley U9 290-3 beat Maidenhead & Bray 237-3 by 53 runs 

With the return of summer and with 5 changes (all league debutants) from the team that beat 

Henley Pumas last week, Hurley U9s played and won their 2nd league fixture of the season against 

Maidenhead/Bray this evening.    

  

Losing the toss we were put into bat on a very uneven pitch.  Our 3 opening pairs put on a steady 

(net) 34 for the loss of 3 wickets after 9 overs with big fours struck by Freddie Kelly and Eddie Davie 

(12). 

  

Skipper for the day, Hannah Dawkins (11), and Issy Hill then came in and added 27 with some very 

well taken singles and 3 fours between them.  The acceleration in run-rate was welcome and that 

momentum was sustained by our final pair of Henry Drew (14 including 3  fours) and Thomas 

Mennie adding 28, including a big leg-side six from Thomas. 

  

Net 290* is a very tough target to chase but on a small pitch we needed accurate bowling and lively 

fielding with everyone backing each other up.  Noah and Henry Drew opened the bowling as 

aggressively as ever drawing admiring comments from the crowded pitch-side bar.  Eddie and 

Freddie were equally lively in their bowling, and with Arthur Schrier and Max Verry making 

scoring difficult, Maidenhead moved to 20 runs without loss in 7 overs.    

  

The pressure finally told as Hannah Dawkins took our first wicket and another fell soon 

afterwards off Noah, with a super run-out from the fielding of Kitty Whittam.  This was clearly just a 

warm-up for Kitty as she then took a big catch near the boundary in Hannah's 2nd over. 

  

Maidenhead finished on a net score of 237 for 3, leaving a jubilant Hurley team celebrating a 57 run 

win. 

  

Thanks to all the parents for their driving and support and especially to Andy Whittam for his 

umpiring.  There will be tough games ahead but the energy and enthusiasm of the team is huge and 

they are playing some very good cricket. 

  

* Teams start on 200 runs and lose 5 runs for each loss of a wicket. 


